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Story Study: Life Doesn’t Frighten Me
Key themes and ideas:
Life Doesn’t Frighten Me is a poem by Maya Angelou paired with a series of paintings by
artist Jean-Michel Basquiat. The poem celebrates resilience and courage, but also reflects
some of the walls and facades we put up as we go through life. Angelou was an artist, poet,
professor, and civil rights activist who worked alongside Martin Luther King Jr. and many
others. She died in 2014 after a long career. Jean-Michel Basquiat was an artist based in New
York City. His distinctive painting style, which developed from street art and a mix of cultural
influences, gained him lots of attention in the 1980s. He was among the first black artists to
gain recognition in the modern art world. Unfortunately, he led a troubled life for many
years, and died in 1988 at the age of 27 from an overdose of heroin and cocaine.

Order of events:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Read or Listen to the poem
Discussion Questions
ACTIVITY 1: Blackout Poetry
ACTIVITY 2: Picturing Poetry
ACTIVITY 3: Phobias
ACTIVITY 4: Shadow Puppets / Fear Painting
ACTIVITY 5: Worry Stone
ACTIVITY 6: Lifeline
ACTIVITY 7: River of Life
ACTIVITY 8: Bullying
ACTIVITY 9: Self as Art
ACTIVITY 10: Basquait’s Crown

13) ACTIVITY 11: Letting Go

Read (or Listen to) the Poem

Though this poem can be read aloud by anyone, we have found the most effective way to
hear it is through the author’s own voice. To find the audio, search for “Maya Angelou reads
Life Doesn’t Frighten Me” online or at the link below. We suggest you flip through the book
along with recording, so your child/children can see the pictures as they listen.
Video  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89dLNzEhIz4

Discussion Questions
-

What are some things that you are NOT frightened of?
What are some things you ARE frightened of? Why?
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

What are some of the scary things the poem mentions? Why are these things scary?
Why isn’t she scared of frogs and snakes? Should she be?
o Are you scared of those things?
o Why do you think there are so many cultures around the world that are
scared of frogs?
 We think: In many parts of the world, frogs are seen as bad omens.
Why would the speaker be afraid in her dreams?
o We think: When the speaker is awake, she can say out loud “Life doesn’t
frighten me,” even if she doesn’t fully believe it yet. But, when she is asleep,
those fears she claims to have conquered may frighten her even more.
Why do many war veterans have nightmares (scary dreams)?
Why does the speaker mention her magic charm?
o Why does she hide it up her sleeve?
Why does she mention walking on the ocean floor without needing to breathe?
o What does this image make you feel? Picture yourself walking on the floor of
the ocean. What would it feel like? What / who would you see there?
Why do they “fly” because she wouldn’t “cry?” What does that mean?
o We think: This means, because she wouldn’t show her fear by crying, they
ran away (another meaning of the world “fly”). This hints that bullies really
just want to see people cry. If they don’t get what they want, they will
probably leave her alone.
Why are “kissy little girls with their hair in curls” listed with strangers in the dark,
noises down the hall, and dogs barking loud?
o Can little girls be mean to each other?
o Does it matter to the poem if these girls are of a particular race group? Why?
Why does Maya Angelou say “NO… they don’t frighten me?” Why not just say “they
don’t?” Why add the “NO?”
Is the speaker telling the truth?
o Could this be a partial truth?
o Can something be true and false at the same time?
 We think: Absolutely. She probably wants to be unafraid, but fear is
still a part of her life. But, by saying the phrase out loud, the speaker
can gain confidence, which is a step towards conquering fears.
How old is the speaker?
Why do people sometimes act like they aren’t scared, even when they are?
Why might someone be afraid of life? Should they be?
What kind of experiences do you think the speaker has had, before writing the
poem? Mostly good ones, or mostly bad ones? How can you tell?
There is a proverb in English that says “What doesn’t kill me makes me stronger.” Do
you agree with that statement?
o Why does facing scary things sometimes make us stronger?
 Do you think the speaker of the poem would agree with the
statement? Find evidence in the poem to support your claim.
How do the paintings enhance or interact with the words of the poem?
www.thanda.org
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-

VIDEO: Maya Angelou opens her reading with this: “I wrote this poem for all children
who whistle in the dark, and who refuse to admit that they are frightened out of
their wits.”
o Why might someone pretend they aren’t scared when they really are?
o Why does Maya Angelou add this intro before she reads the poem?
o How does this make the poem’s meaning more clear?
Activity 1: Blackout Poetry

Blackout poetry transforms any sort of text into art. It gives new life and meaning to old words.
Supplies:
- Old reading material (newspaper, old books, magazine, fliers etc.)
- Dark markers or pens
- Pencils
Instructions:
1. Provide your child/children with the following titles for each poem: Fear, Courage, Freedom,
Love
2. Distribute materials to your child/children. Each should have exactly one dark pen or marker,
one pencil, and small groups can share small piles of text material (books, magazines, etc.).
Make sure there are enough reading materials for every child to be able to flip through.
3. Explain that the activity is called Blackout Poetry. Your child/children will be transforming
the texts in front of them into poetry. Show examples attached to give your child/children
a rough idea.
4. Give your child/children a few minutes to flip through their reading material without any
specific instruction. Tell them to bookmark pages they like, or that stand out to them. Or,
they can just flip to a random page. Either way, after a few minutes, make sure each child
has chosen a specific page to create their poem on.
5. Ask child to scan the page in front of them and look for words that stand out. Find words
that have meaning or significance for them. Explain that this is called an “anchor word,” and
is a good way to establish a theme or topic for your poem.
6. Now have them read the whole page carefully. Using their pencils, have them lightly circle
any words that connects to the anchor word or resonates with them. As a general rule,
avoid circling more than three words in a row.
7. Continue until each child has chosen between 10 and 20 words. For their first attempt, tell
them to keep the order of the words as they appear in the text—this will be the body of
their poem. In later poems, they can start to play with designs that will alter the order of the
words on the page. Either way, they should now have the text of the poem chosen.
8. Have them switch from pencil to marker/pen, and begin blacking out the rest of the sheet,
aside from the circled words. This can be done simply at first, but let your child/children use
the attached examples for inspiration on how to draw their blackout spots. Encourage them
to add an illustration or design to the page of text that connects to their poem.
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9. When the page is done, they will have their first piece of Blackout Poetry. Allow them to
share their poems with one another, in front of the group or in small groups. Also encourage
them to start over with new pages—their poems will get better as they practice.Next Steps:
Optional additions/expansions. (Again-- this is an activity that gets better with repetition and
practice!)
a. Limit the amount of words your child/children can choose. Who can make a poem out
of only four words? Six words? Seven? Ten?
b. Pick a topic (broad topics are better: love, friendship, weather, etc.), and have every
child try to craft a poem that fits that topic.
c. Change the order of words on the page, like the second example. Challenge your
child/children to find creative ways to make the poem readable, like arrows or lines.
10. Talk about what you’ve done. Have your child/children describe the process of making blackout
poetry. How does the page start, compared to how it looks at the end? What is difficult about
the activity? Was there anything they found to make it easier? Was it exciting to find and create
your poem? How did it feel at the end, when the poem had transformed the page? Can they
think of other things that are like blackout poetry, where something old is given new life
(recycling paper and plastic, building a garden on an old plot of land, etc.)

Activity 2: Picturing Poetry
Supplies:
- Poetry sheets & questions (attached)
- Magazines & newspapers (with
photos)

-

Colouring in materials
Paper
Tape / glue
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Instructions:
Background: The book Life Doesn’t Frighten Me combines Maya Angelou’s words with paintings of
Jean-Michel Basquiat. However, the volume wasn’t published until after the painter’s death. Each
painting was, and still is, a stand-alone piece of artwork, which took on new life as it interacted with
Angelou’s poem throughout the book. In turn, the poem itself is brought to new life by the images.
This activity will let your child/children give new life to pictures by matching them up with poems.
1. BEFORE THE SESSION: Read through the lesson to understand the activity, then through the
poetry sheets & questions. Pick one poem & set of questions you think is appropriate for your
child/children (keep in mind age level and ability to think abstractly), and bring that poem to the
session. Also, see NOTE on Step #6, and prepare accordingly.
2. IN THE SESSION: Allow your child/children to look back over the paintings in the book. Ask them
to describe the images using any words they can think of. Then, as an exercise, take the first
page of the book. Cover the words up “Shadows on the Wall / Noises down the hall.”, and show
just the picture to your child/children. Ask them to describe it. Then, show it to them with the
words uncovered, and ask them how it changes their description or impression of the picture.
Repeat this with the second page. Try to get your child/children to discuss the idea that, when
combined, both the art and the poem take on new significance that goes beyond what they
stood for as individual works.
3. Now, your child/children will get a chance to transform photos and words, like in in the book.
Begin by reading the poem you picked before the session aloud to the group. Read slowly and
carefully, and repeat it at least twice so that your child/children begins to get familiar with it.
Then, start a short conversation about the poem using the relevant Discussion Questions.
4. After a few minutes of discussion, explain that it is now your child/children’ turn to create their
own book, combining words and pictures, hopefully in a way that gives both a new power as art.
They should continue thinking about the discussion questions as you go.
5.

Break your children into groups. Each group will create one page in a book. The number of
groups will depend on the poem and the total number of children in your session. See the
Suggested Groupings on your chosen poetry sheet suggested number of groups. These are
guidelines, but feel free to break up your children into however many groups you need.
Distribute some of each material to every group.

6. Assign each group a part of the poem. Using the Suggested Grouping as a guideline, break the
poem into parts and assign each part to exactly one group.
When they have been assigned, the first step is for each group to write their assigned words
on a piece of blank paper. Ask groups to pick one child with neat handwriting. Make sure the
words are big and dark, so that you can read them even if there are other things on the page.
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NOTE: For very young your child/children, you can prepare this step in advance. Decide
how many groups you will have, break the poem up into that many sections, then write
out the words on blank sheets yourself. In the session, distribute them to the groups.

7. Now, your child/children will fill their book page with art. They can use any combination of
existing photos and original drawing. Let your child/children flip through various magazines and
newspapers to find pictures they think might fit their words, or for inspiration on things to draw.
They can also cut out existing photos and draw new colours on top of them. Guide them with
these questions:
 What sort of colours might fit these words? Are there any colours they can think of that
might make the message seem stronger?
 What sort of lines or shapes might fit the words? Hard, pointy shapes, or soft, rounder
shapes?
 What sort of images do the words conjure? When you close your eyes and hear your
words aloud, what do you see?
 What sort of pictures could make these words more powerful?
8. After enough time has passed for each group to finish their page have each group send one child
up to present their page of the book. Have them discuss:
 The words they were assigned, and their meaning
 The pictures and colours they chose or drew, and their meaning
 How the pictures and words work together to create new, stronger meaning
 NOTE: If there is only one child in your session, the child will discuss the above with you.
9. Finally, put it all together and read the poem as a book, just as you did at the beginning, only this
time with visuals (like Life Doesn’t Frighten Me). Read the book through twice, so each child can
see their work, and the work done by their peers. End the session by returning to a discussion of
the poem. Use the questions from your poetry sheet, as well as:
 How do the photos impact the meaning of the words?
 What are some similarities and differences between the different groups’ pages? Do the
first few pages look alike? What about the last few? Do they have similar colours and
pictures, or different?
 How does the end of your book differ from the beginning? Does the style change?
 What sort of impact does adding pictures to this poem have? What changed in the
reading of it from before the pictures to after?
 How did the process of creating the pages change your child/children’ thoughts on the
poem? What sort of thoughts and ideas did the creative activity produce?
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1. LISTEN TO THE MUSTN'TS
By Shel Silverstein

Listen to the MUSTN'TS, child,
Listen to the DON'TS
Listen to the SHOULDN'TS
The IMPOSSIBLES, the WONT'S
Listen to the NEVER HAVES
Then listen close to meAnything can happen, child,
ANYTHING can be

Suggested groupings (“//” is the start/end
of a group):
10 Groups: Listen to the MUSTN’Ts //
Child // Listen to the DON’Ts // Listen to
the SHOULND’Ts // the IMPOSSIBLEs // The
WONT’S // Listen to the NEVER HAVES //
Then listen close to me— // ANYTHING can
happen // child // ANYTHING can be
20 Groups: Listen to // the MUSTN’Ts //
Child // Listen to // the DON’Ts // Listen to
// the SHOULND’Ts // the IMPOSSIBLEs //
The WONT’S // Listen to // the NEVER
HAVES // Then listen // close // to me //
ANYTHING // can happen // child //
ANYTHING // can // be

Discussion Questions:
 This poem doesn’t use proper English. Why do you think that is? What effect does that
have?
 What, or who, is a MUSTN’T? What do you think the speaker was talking about when he
said “mustn’t?“ And why should we not listen to them?
 Where or who do MUSTN’Ts come from? List some different MUSTN’Ts from your life.
 What’s the difference between a DON’T and a WON’T? List examples that you think
would fit either category and compare them.
 What is an IMPOSSIBLE? List some things in your life that seem impossible. Are they
definitely impossible? If so, will they always be so?
o Compare IMPOSSIBLE to NEVER HAVE. What does NEVER HAVE imply that
IMPOSSIBLE doesn’t?
 Quote: “Listen close to me.” Who is talking here? And who are they talking to?
o We think: The author, Shel Silverstein, is speaking. Many of his poems are
directed at children, like this one. However, why should we listen to him, if he is
saying something different from everyone else?
 Re-read the final two lines of the poem. What is the author trying to tell us? How does it
compare to the rest of the poem?
 What is the value of “listening to the MUSTN’Ts” if “ANYTHING can be?” Why is it still
important to listen to things that may not be true? If ANYTHING can be, why do we still
have MUSTN’Ts?
 Many MUSTN’Ts are there to protect us. Why shouldn’t we listen to them?
 Can ANYTHING actually be? Anything at all? Can you fly? Can you be someone other
than yourself? Can you be me? Can you be your best friend?
 Is the message of this poem a positive one? A negative one? What sort of words would
you use to describe this poem?
 What sort of pictures do you think could be used to make this poem more powerful?
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2. HARLEM
By Langston Hughes

What happens to a dream deferred?
Does it dry up
Like a raisin in the sun?
Or fester like a sore—
And then run?
Does it stink like rotten meat?
Or crust and sugar over—
Like a syrup sweet?
Maybe it just sags
Like a heavy load.

Suggested groupings (“//” is the start/end
of a group):
12 Groups: What happens to // a dream
deferred? // Does it dry up? // Like a raisin
in the sun? // Or fester like a sore— // and
then run? // Does it stink like rotten meat?
// Or crust and sugar over— // like a syrup
sweet? // Maybe it just sags // like a heavy
load. // Or does it explode?
18 Groups: What happens to // a dream //
deferred? // Does it dry up? // Like a raisin
// in the sun? // Or fester // like a sore— //
and then run? // Does it stink // like rotten
meat? // Or crust and // sugar over— //
like a syrup sweet? // Maybe it just sags //
like a heavy load. // Or does it // explode?

Or does it explode?
Discussion Questions:
 What does “deferred” mean? What is a “dream deferred?”
 We think: “Deferred” means put off or set aside. A dream deferred means a dream
that you have but do not act upon— a dream that gets set aside, which means it
may never come true.
 What does a dream look like? Think about your own dreams. What sort of images would
you use to express or visualize them?
 Imagine something that is left to sit in the sun, like a raisin. What happens to it? Does it
grow bigger, or shrink smaller? What happens to the surface? What is the texture?
 What sort of colours or images might capture a “fester[ing] sore” (= an infected cut or
wound) or the “stink [of] rotten meat?” How can you capture bad smells with pictures?
 When the poem says “crust and sugar over—like a syrupy sweet,” how do you imagine
that sweetness? Is it a good sweetness, or a bad sweetness? What happens when
something is too sweet? How would you put that into pictures?
 A “heavy load” has to do with lots of weight. How can you represent something heavy in
a picture, that does not have any weight? How can you visualize “heavy?”
 Imagine the sounds of an explosion. How can you show that with a picture? Now, image
a dream exploding. What sort of colours and shapes would it have?
 This poem incorporates texture, smell, taste, weight, and sound. As you do the activity,
what are the different challenges of representing these ideas or concepts with pictures?
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3. CROSS
By Langston Hughes

My old man’s a white old man
And my old mother’s black.
If I ever cursed my white old man
I take my curses back.
If ever I cursed my black old mother
And wished she were in hell,
I’m sorry for that evil wish
And now I wish her well
My old man died in a fine big house
My ma died in a shack
I wonder where I’m going to die
Being neither white nor black?

Suggested groupings (“//” is the start/end of a
group):
12 Groups: My old man’s a white old man //
and my old mother’s black. // If I ever cursed
my white old man // I take my curses back // If I
ever cursed my black old mother // and wished
she were in hell // I’m sorry for that evil wish //
And now I wish her well // My old man died in a
fine big house // my Ma died in a shack // I
wonder where I’m going to die // being neither
white nor black?
22 Groups: My old man’s // a white old man //
and my old mother’s // black. // If I ever cursed
// my white old man // I take my curses back //
If I ever cursed // my black old mother // and
wished // she were in hell // I’m sorry // for
that evil wish // And now I wish // her well //
My old man died // in a fine big house // my
Ma died // in a shack // I wonder where // I’m
going to die // being neither white nor black?

NOTES:
1. In slang terms, “old man” means father, and your “old lady” means your mother.
2. The word “curse” means “to swear/cuss at” or to use bad language. It does not mean to put
a curse or hex on someone.
3. In America, the South African concept of “coloured” (mixed race) does not exist. In Hughes’s
world, you are either white, or you are black. In fact, there was a long-standing law in the
United States that said if you had one drop of black blood in you, you are considered black.
This led to many difficulties for people, like Hughes, who were born mixed.
Discussion Questions:
 Imagine a father. How would you describe him in terms of shapes or images? What textures
do you associate with an old man? What colours?
 Now, do the same with an old woman. Is it the same as the old man, or slightly different?
 The poem makes it clear that the author’s parents are different races, black and white.
Outside of the literal colours, what other images do you associate with these descriptions?
 Have you ever cursed someone or something? What would that look like on a page if you
were to draw it out?
o Witchcraft and tribal medicine were not common in Hughes’s community. How
would it change the poem if they were, or if he came from a place where they are?
 The words “hell” and “evil” send strong images. What do you imagine when you hear those
words? What colours, what sounds, what textures, what feelings?
 The author is sorry for thinking bad things about his parents. How can that be in a picture?
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Compare two images: a big house and a shack. What are the differences? Are there any
similarities? What colours would each use? What textures?
o Read the last two lines of the sentence. Can you answer the questions? How can you
represent a place that somehow combines your image of a house and of a shack?
The author is “neither white nor black.” What colour could he be? Does he have to be one
specific colour, or more than one? Can he be a bright colour, like pink or yellow? What about
a dark colour, like red or purple?
The last few lines of the poem show that the author does not fit into easy categories. How
can you represent that on a page?

Activity 3: Phobia

A phobia (say: FO-bee-uh) is the scientific name for a fear. But a phobia isn't just any kind of fear it is
an exaggerated reaction to an experience. We are all afraid of some things, fear can be a survival
response that helps us to seek safety. It’s also ok to be afraid of things — like taking a hard test at
school, passing a growling dog on the street, or hearing a huge clap of thunder.
Supplies:

-

phobia list
pen and paper
scissors
colouring pencils crayons

Instructions:
Cut up the list of phobias or rewrite them on scraps ripped paper. Place all of the phobias in a bag.
Phobia Pictionary: A player picks out a phobia from the bag and has 30 seconds to draw the image
that illustrates the fear. The drawing cannot use words or numbers. The person guessing has to
guess the fear but does not need to guess the scientific word for it. This game works best in teams
where the drawer is drawing for their own team to guess.
Phobia Head Band: The person guessing is given a phobia written on a scrap piece of paper and
stuck to their forehead so only the audience can see.
The audience has 30 seconds to give the person guessing clues about the phobia without saying any
words that are in its definition. For example, Bananaphobia is the fear of bananas. The audience
cannot say the word fear, or banana. They can answer yes or no questions and they can give you
clues such as this is not a word usually associated with monkeys
Phobia Charades: Pick a phobia from the pile and, without talking, act out the fear for the audience
to guess. Keep a time limit of one minute. If the audience can’t guess. Stop, think and try a
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different approach. If they are really, really stuck, read out your phobia. Try to come up with an
approach that would have made more sense.
Sorting Phobias: After getting familiar with the phobias on the list, create headings on a piece of
paper to categorize each phobia. This is an individual process. The headlines are Fear, Worry, No
problem. Pick out a phobia from the bag and decide where you feel it belongs. If it’s is a fear you
identify with put it on the fear pile, if it is a worry you may also hold, put it on the worry pile. If it is
funny or silly or something you don’t identify with put it on the No Problem pile. And there is room
in between if it feels a bit more than a worry but not a fear, make a pile in-between.
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Activity 4: Shadow Puppets / Fear Painting

“This poem is for all of the children who find the courage to continue with their
lives although they are scared to death…” Maya Angelou
Life amidst Covid -19 comes with significant challenges for young people. Changes that threaten
their sense of structure, predictability, security and safety in their lives. Life Doesn’t’ Frighten Me at
All is a great place to begin conversations and do activities that help us to cope with our fears.

Life Doesn't Frighten Me
Shadows on the wall
Noises down the hall
Life doesn't frighten me at all
Bad dogs barking loud
Big ghosts in a cloud
Life doesn't frighten me at all
Mean old Mother Goose
Lions on the loose
They don't frighten me at all
Dragons breathing flame
On my counterpane
That doesn't frighten me at all.
I go boo
Make them shoo
I make fun
Way they run
I won't cry
So they fly
I just smile
They go wild
Life doesn't frighten me at all.
Tough guys fight
All alone at night
Life doesn't frighten me at all.
Panthers in the park
Strangers in the dark
No, they don't frighten me at all.
That new classroom where
Boys all pull my hair
(Kissy little girls
With their hair in curls)
They don't frighten me at all.
Don't show me frogs and snakes
And listen for my scream,
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If I'm afraid at all
It's only in my dreams.
I've got a magic charm
That I keep up my sleeve
I can walk the ocean floor
And never have to breathe.
Life doesn't frighten me at all
Not at all
Not at all.
Life doesn't frighten me at all.

Shadow Puppets
“Shadows on the wall” Shadows can be a bit scary and they can also be lots of fun. As a warm up to
our fear challenge we are going to use the fear of shadows and our imagination to create something
expressive.
Supplies:

-

Flashlight / candles
Dark space

Instructions:
1. Have your child look at the pictures included to give you some ideas.
2. You can cut out your own shapes, use miniature toys like the dinosaur in the picture or use
your hands to create giant creatures on the wall.
3. Add a few characters and make a play with a villain and a hero.
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Fear Painting
Supplies:

-

Paper
Pencil and pens
Container, box or jar

Instructions:
1. First go through the poem and circle all of the frightening things the author writes about.
Shadows, noises, bad dog barking, ghosts, mean stories, lions, dragons….
2. Rip up a piece of paper into 20 pieces and record each fear on a piece of paper.
3. After you have the list. Think about the ones you have in common with the poet and then
think about your own fears. What are some examples of the things that you find frightening?
4. At home, at school, in the community, in the present world situation.
5. Add 5 of your own fears to the list and write them each on a small piece of paper.
a. My biggest fears are ________________.
6. Stick all of the fears on pieces of paper and put them in a container mixed together. Take
one fear out at a time read it out loud and put it order from biggest to smallest fear. Stack
your fears in order and put them back in the container.
7. The Book combines Maya Angelou’s poetry with dark edgy artworks by Jean Michel
Basquiat. Look closely at the illustrations from the book and observe how the artist uses a
combination of materials and techniques. He uses chalk, paint pastel, paper and glue,
stamping, etch drawing painting, and includes words and symbols in his work.
8. Chose one of your fears that you are comfortable expressing (from the container) and make
a picture to illustrate it. Put the fear back in the container when you are done.
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Activity 5: Worry Stone

In the Poem Life Doesn’t Frighten Me the poet, Maya Angelou, lists all of the things that she has
been afraid of and then tells us how she handles her fears. She has a magic charm that she keeps up
her sleeve and with it she can walk on the ocean floor and never have to breathe.
Supplies:

-

String
Grass
nail polish, marker or paint

Instructions:
1. Have your child finding a worry stone.
2. Get them to look around their surroundings for a stone or a piece of wood or any small
natural object that catches their eye and that feels nice in your hand.
3. Let them decorate it and carry it with them or put it somewhere for them to enjoy.
4. Whenever they are worried or stressed, tell them to hold the worry stone in their hands,
breathe deeply and think about how the worry stone feels in their hand: Texture, size,
temperature etc
5. Ask them to think about how we each carry our fears around with us and how they

feel in our bodies? Where do we carry them?
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Activity 6: Lifeline
This activity enables us to share our own ideas about our experiences. It also gives us a way to
organize our thoughts and increase our sense of self. The most important part is to look back
through the past and recognize the courage and strength it took to get this far and then to look
toward creating a future.
Supplies:

-

Large paper
Pens
Scissors
Glue
Magazines
Scrap materials

Instructions:
1. Have your child draw a horizontal line across the length of the paper.
2. Instruct them as follows:
3. At one end write your birthday. The name of the month, the day and the year you were
born. The rest of the line takes you to the end of your life. So Imagine how many years you
would like to live. If for example the age you imagine is 80, then write the year of that age.
4. Divide the timeline up into equal lengths, 5 year segments from 0 to 80. In a bright colour
trace your line from 0 to how old you are now. At this point you can get an idea of how far
you have come and how far you need to go.
5. Under the first timeline draw a second one that represents your segment of the line. Draw it
in the same colour you used to highlight so you can see that this line represents your life so
far. This gives us more space to work with.
6. This is your life.
a. What are the most important events that happened in this time that you can
remember?
b. Begin with birthdays and celebrations, births, deaths, changes, challenges. Illustrate
each event with a symbol or picture words, a name, photo.
c. Some questions to think about are: How did you feel when this happened, how do
you feel now is there any difference?
d. If you had a way of changing anything that occurred in the past that would make
your life better today what would you do?
7. Next part of outline is: my unique l (what makes me one-of-a-kind? Who is the ‘me of now’?)
8. Looking forward: Look forward on this timeline and include fantasies, expectations, hopes
and dreams. Think about here you see yourself in the future. What are things in your life and
experiences that you want to have that money can’t buy?
9. Write a letter to your younger self from the future. Think about what you would like your
younger self to know? What are important things in life? What are un-important things?
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Activity 7: River of Life
Supplies:

-

Paper
Pencils, crayons, pencil crayons.

Instructions (Instruct your child/children as follows):
1. Draw a river running diagonally across your piece of paper. This river will represent the
story of your life in chronological order. You can either write or draw your experiences.
2. The one bank of the river will feature all of the good major events or experiences that have
happened to you in your life. It could be things like when you won the big tournament or
got your driver’s license or even a special day when you went to the zoo with your dad or
landed your first kickflip.
3. On the other side of the river draw all of the bad things that have happened to you. Things
like when people passed away or you didn’t make the team or any other major humiliation
that still haunts you years later.
4. Most major events are complex and some are both good and bad (like surviving an accident
or when you moved to a new town) so in this case just pick whichever side seems more
appropriate.
5. Discuss:
a. Do you think any of these experiences were similar to those experienced by the
speaker of the poem?
b. Have any of these experiences traumatized you but also helped make you stronger
in some way?
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Activity 8: Bullying

That new classroom where
Boys all pull my hair
(Kissy little girls
With their hair in curls)
They don't frighten me at all

Maya Angelou was an adult when she wrote this poem, but she wrote it from a child’s perspective.
Although she did a remarkable variety of jobs in her lifetime, the thing that Maya Angelou is best
known for is writing biographical novels such as I know why the Caged Bird Sings and Gather
Together in my Name. Many aspects of this poem seem to be based on her own life experiences as
well.
Ask your child:

-

-

How might these lines in the poem have been influenced by Maya Angelou’s life experience?
Do you think that she may have experienced any bullying in her life? Maya Angelou moved a
number of times in her life when she was a child. How might some of the other kids have
treated her when she was the new kid (look to the poem for clues)?
Now let’s look at our own lives:
o Can you think of two or three times that someone did something mean to you?
o How did it make you feel?
o If it was long ago, why do you still remember it?
o What made this experience so bad?
o Why did the other person do it to you?

Ask your child to take some time to think about these questions, then write down or draw some
thoughts or reflections.
Then continue:

-

Let’s look at our own lives again, but this time with a twist.
o Can you think of two or three times that you did something mean or humiliating or
insulting to somebody else?
o Why did you do it?
o What were you thinking?
o What other circumstances led up to you doing what you did?
o What was your emotional state at the time?
o Was hurting the other person the primary intention or was it some kind of collateral
damage?
o How did you justify your behaviour to yourself?

Ask your child to take some more time to think about these questions and write down some
responses.
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Then continue:

-

Which experiences were easier to recall?
Was it easier to think of ourselves as the bad guy or the victim? (Be honest.) Why?
Most people are quick to justify why they did the bad things that they did, but are much less
likely to have the same level of understanding when bad things are done to them.
Why is it potentially dangerous or misleading that our brains work this way?
How might this cause us to distort reality or get confused about the past?
How might this distortion potentially cause problems in our lives?

Now ask your child to try to go back to the things that people did to them and try to ask the same
questions about them that we asked about ourselves. Ask them to try to put themselves in the
others’ shoes.
This may not be easy. Try to think about things like how did behaving the way that they did fit into
their worldview or image of themselves.
How might this behaviour have been influenced by the person’s past?
How might their insecurities or unresolved issues have led them to behave this way?
How might this behaviour have been influenced by negative role models?
Were they trying to fit in or look cool?
Why would fitting in be so important to someone?
How does looking at where they were coming from change our experience?

-

We Think: It is much easier to play a victim than to admit your own culpability. As a result,
we tend to dehumanize the people who do bad things to us. This is dangerous for a number
of reasons, but the two most significant are that it makes it very difficult to forgive those
who wrong us and that it makes it very difficult to learn from our past. By humanizing the
people who do bad things to us we are able to deal with the world as it is and learn from it.
Comedian Dave Chappelle claims that he can make fun of other ethnic groups because “he
can see himself in them”. Because he sees their behaviour as a reflection of himself he is
able to learn from their mistakes (and successes) and use that information to guide
(optimize) his behaviour. By seeing the human source of things like racism targeted at
himself from others Dave Chappelle is better equipped to check his own behaviour for those
same patterns. When he points out problems in other people’s behaviour he sees that he is
culpable (or at least capable) of essentially equivalent behaviour. With this kind of
empathetic approach to other peoples mistakes we become much more resilient and are
ultimately more able to laugh (even when we are surrounded by things that frighten us).
Most importantly we are more aware of our darker selves. This is a harsh but important
truth because as Solzhenitsyn put it, “the line between good and evil cuts through the heart
of every man”.

Unpack the following with your child: Seeing the human source also makes it much easier to forgive
the people who have wronged us. By seeing them as people, with insecurities and imperfect role
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models etc. (like ourselves), we help to insulate ourselves from demonizing other people into some
kind of faceless evil “other”. By forgiving we are able to take off some of the weight of the
experience and help change the experience partially from a persistent trauma to a source of
knowledge about ourselves and others. None of this will excuse or justify the bad things that have
been done to us. Nor will it make any of our past experiences disappear; it can however make the
weight a bit easier to bear (or at least a little bit more worthwhile).

Activity 9: Self as Art
Jean Michelle Basquiat and Maya Angelou both made art that was a
reflection of their life experiences. When Basquiat was a child he was hit by
a car and spent a long time in hospital. He was given a book called Gray’s
Anatomy that featured scientific drawings of the human body. This book
was a significant influence on Basquiat’s work as an artist. Look at the art on
the page with the line “Bad dogs barking loud”; how might this be an
example of his influence from Gray’s Anatomy? What other images in the
book look like they might be influenced by a medical text book?
Some of the paintings in the book seem to feature representations of Andy
Warhol, one of the most influential artist in history and someone who
played a major role in Basquiat’s rise to art superstar. Many people close to
Andy Warhol accused him of using people
and some art historians believe that his
friendship and collaborations with Basquiat
were dubiously motivated. However, he
has also been depicted as a mentor or
father figure to Basquiat. One of the
artworks from the book seems to reference
a poster for an exhibit that Warhol and
Basquiat did together. What does the
painting that references this poster seem to
suggest about their relationship? Could
someone be your friend or mentor but still
be using you at the same time?

Andy Warhol described his art saying:

If you want to know all about Andy Warhol, just look at the
surface of my paintings and films and me, and there I am.
There's nothing behind it.
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Do you think that Basquiat would say the same thing about his own art?
Try to create a piece of art that is a reflection of yourself. You can incorporate things like crowns,
skeletons or key words or quotes like Basquiat did or come up with your own symbols. You can use
your river of life as a guide to help think about who you are and what is important to you.

Activity 10: Basquait’s Crown
A symbol that became synonymous with Basquait’s work was the crown.
It has been said that there may be three distinct reasons for the use of crowns in his work as it is
believed that the crown was often used to symbolise the artist himself in his own work:
1. The artist as king.
2. The artist’s association with people he considered kings.
3. The artist’s ambition to become great.
Supplies:
- Stiff cardboard
- Paint and paintbrushes
- Ribbon
- Scissors
Instructions (instruct your child / children as follows)
1. Distribute the supplies to your child
2. Ask them to cut out a crown shape from the card board provided
3. Then have them paint the crown in any design they choose, they could mimic Basquait’s
style if they so choose
4. Once the paint is dry, punch a hole in two places (not too close to the edge) and thread
ribbon through the crown so it can be tied to your child’s head.
5. Ask your child how wearing a crown makes
them feel?
6. Ask your child to think about why people wear
crowns? What do they usually symbolise?
7. Does your child believe that the 3 options listed
at the beginning of this activity could be valid
reasons for Basquait using crowns in his work?
Why? Why not? Could there be other reasons?
What are they?
8. Ask your child what symbol they might use to
constantly depict themselves within their own
artworks and why they would choose this
symbol?
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Activity 11: Letting Go
Supplies:
- Container of fears from activity 4
Instructions (instruct your child / children as follows):
1. Revisit your fears. Take them back out of the container and go through them again.
Remember that they are in the order of least to most challenging. Spread your fears out and
re-sort them again.
2. Is there a difference in how you feel about your fears and where they fit?
3. Fears can help to avoid danger and they can also weigh us down.
4. Depending on your circumstances, you may have to think of your own creative way to let go
of your fears.
Once you have sorted your fears, gather them together and into a pile. Crumple the pile up into a
ball and throw them away, while repeating to yourself “life doesn’t frighten me at all!”

_________________________________________________________________________________

Thanda is a non profit organisation based in rural Mtwalume, KwaZulu Natal South Africa. Our
curriculum is made up of activities that we have developed over 12 years. The ideas and inspiration
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may have the opportunity of crossing paths with.
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